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Debut of Loison’s Macaron and other delicacies at “Just one Piece”

It happened during the inauguration of the exhibit by Alessandro Gedda that took
place on December 4 at furnishings company Fontana in Costabissara (Vi); an
important event that was a testament to the strong bond between taste and artistic
value that is a constant at Loison

An event of high artistic merit was the perfect occasion to highlight Loison’s latest confections. It 
happened during the inauguration of “Just one Piece” by Alessandro Gedda, an eclectic Italian 
artist and designer. The event took place on December 4 at the headquarters of furnishings company
Fontana in Costabissara (VI). The artist’s painting, sculpture and design interpretations culminated 
in a great display of products that he conceived and designed for Italian furnishings brand Just One
Piece.

The occasion was tempting in every sense and was used for the debut of Loison’s latest confections:
the Macaron, which are treats not only to be enjoyed during an afternoon tea, but are also 
wonderful pastries interpreted by Dario Loison and his skilled confectioners. On the occasion of the
artistic event, two varieties of Macaron were introduced. Both featured a very thin outer crust and a 
soft center filled with pastry cream, available in two variants: one is made with Late Mandarin from
Ciaculli (a Slow Food product) and the other with an intriguing Licorice & Saffron combination. 
The same goes for the Palline, soft cake balls dusted with a light Licorice & Saffron Panettone 
powder, which lingers on and is pleasantly delicate.

These flavors are reminiscent of Loison Panettoni, which are now in high demand for the holiday 
season because they are not only delicious, but also beautiful. After all, even Luigi Veronelli loved 
Loison’s Panettone and wrote about it in the Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera back in 2003!
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